Automatic Bolus Tracking in Abdominal CT scans with Convolutional Neural Networks
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Abstract

**Background:** Bolus tracking can optimize the time delay between contrast injection and diagnostic scan initiation in contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT), yet the procedure is time-consuming and subject to inter- and intra-operator variances which affect the enhancement levels in diagnostic scans. The objective of the current study is to use artificial intelligence algorithms to fully automate the bolus tracking procedure in contrast-enhanced abdominal CT exams for improved standardization and diagnostic accuracy while providing a simplified imaging workflow.

**Methods:** This retrospective study used abdominal CT exams collected under a dedicated IRB. Input data consisted of CT topograms and images with high heterogeneity in terms of anatomy, sex, cancer pathologies, and imaging artifacts acquired with four different CT scanner models. Our method consisted of two sequential steps: (i) automatic locator scan positioning on topograms, and (ii) automatic ROI positioning within the aorta on locator scans. The task of locator scan positioning is formulated as a regression problem, where the limited amount of annotated data is circumvented using transfer learning. The task of ROI positioning is formulated as a segmentation problem.

**Results:** Our locator scan positioning network offered improved positional consistency compared to a high degree of variance in manual slice positionings, verifying inter-operator variance as a significant source of error. When trained using expert-user ground truth labels, the locator scan positioning network achieved a sub-centimeter error (9.76 ± 6.78 mm) on a test dataset. The ROI segmentation network achieved a sub-millimeter absolute error (0.99 ± 0.66 mm) on a test dataset.

**Conclusions:** Locator scan positioning networks offer improved positional consistency compared to manual slice positionings and verified inter-operator variance as an important source of error. By significantly reducing operator-related decisions, this method opens opportunities to standardize and simplify the workflow of bolus tracking procedures for contrast-enhanced CT.
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1. Introduction

With advances in imaging technology and the exponential growth in the volume of medical imaging data, the current computed tomography (CT) workflow involves performing complex scanning protocols and processing requirements on a regular basis [1]. Manual procedures are not only time-consuming but also subject to inter-operator variances, creating potential for diagnostic inaccuracies [2]. In the new era of radiomics and deep learning, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) can serve as a highly effective tool for automating classification and detection tasks for medical imaging data [3,4].

Accurate enhancement phase determination is crucial for confident lesion characterization in contrast-enhanced CT, such as for assessing hypervascular hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) during the arterial phase [5]. However, patient-specific variations such as heart rate, body weight, and circulation impairments can influence enhancement timing, introducing uncertainties and compromising confidence in diagnostic biomarkers [6,7]. Bolus tracking can help individualize time delays between contrast injection and diagnostic scan initiations by tracking the enhancement of radio-opaque contrast media (typically iodine) at a predefined operator-selected region [2,8]. The current bolus tracking workflow involves manual selection of a position along the patient axis for the locator scan on a two-dimensional (2D) CT topogram (also known as surview or scout scans), followed by manual selection of a region of interest (ROI) on the locator scan for tracking enhancement levels. Following the injection of intravenous contrast agent, low-dose tracker scans are executed continuously, e.g., every second, to monitor the increase in Hounsfield units (HU) within the selected ROI. Once a predefined HU-threshold is reached within the ROI, diagnostic scans are automatically initiated after predetermined time intervals that were optimized for the specific exam protocol or clinical indication [2,8].

Although tracking a small bolus of contrast media before diagnostic scans can help individualize the time delay, the technique is highly time-consuming [9]. Moreover, the manual selection procedures in the current bolus tracking workflow are prone to errors and intra- and inter-operator variance, particularly during the locator scan positioning step. To standardize the diagnosis process both between different patient populations and between different time-points during evaluations of a single patient [10], e.g., for treatment response assessment [11], several advancements in contrast-enhanced CT capabilities are required, including accurate contrast media quantification [12,13],
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normalization of iodine perfusion ratios [14], and more advanced fully automated bolus tracking techniques such as the one presented in this work.

The objective of the current study is to fully automate the bolus tracking procedure in contrast-enhanced abdominal CT exams using CNNs. Our method consisted of two sequential steps: (i) automatic locator scan positioning on topograms, and (ii) automatic ROI positioning within the aorta on locator scans. By reducing CT operator-related decisions, our method enables improved standardization and diagnostic accuracy, as well as greater efficiency in the diagnostic review process and clinical workflow. We present the following article in accordance with the TRIPOD reporting checklist.

2. Methods

In this study, we apply machine learning approaches using clinically available retrospective datasets to automate the bolus tracking procedure. Our method consists of two consecutive steps, each of which was developed and tested independently: (i) automatic determination of locator scan position on topograms, and (ii) automatic ROI positioning within the aorta on locator scans. A schematic of this two-step process is shown in Figure 1.

While the segmentation task has been extensively addressed in the literature among the medical imaging community [15], methods on the automatic selection of a specific slice in an acquired CT topogram are extremely limited [16]. In recent years, researchers have begun to address this issue by proposing deep learning methods for the automatic detection of the third lumbar vertebra (L3) for body composition analysis. Such methods can be classified into the regression paradigm, which involves directly estimating the slice position given the entire CT scan in one-dimensional (1D) output [16] or 2D confidence maps [17], and the binary classification paradigm, which involves determining whether the target slice is present for each slice [18]. In this study, we retain the regression paradigm for our locator scan positioning task as it is more lightweight compared to binary classification methods which require extensive annotations of data.
Figure 1. A two-step network pipeline for automatic bolus tracking. The method consisted of two sequential steps: (i) automatic locator scan positioning on topograms, and (ii) automatic ROI positioning within the aorta on locator scans. The task of locator scan positioning is formulated as a regression problem, where the limited amount of annotated data is circumvented using transfer learning. The task of aorta positioning is formulated as a segmentation problem.

2.1 Dataset collection and preparation

Retrospective topograms and locator scan images used in this study were collected from the Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) of our institute under a dedicated Institutional Review Board (IRB). Over three hundred CT examinations were identified and collected. Out of these cases, six were excluded due to locator scan positions that exceeded the length of the topogram. To study our algorithm’s generalizability, 10% of the 298 collected cases were randomly selected as the external validation (test) dataset ($N = 30$). Remaining data was randomly divided into training and validation sets in a ratio of 8:2 for development of our algorithm.

Collected CT exams showed a high level of heterogeneity in patient anatomy (sex, age, cancer pathology, and medical state) and consisted of four different scanner models, while topograms consisted of two different pixel spacing values (Table 1). Only coronal view topograms were retained for network training due to a small number of exams which included topograms in the sagittal view.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial pixel spacing [mm/px]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer's Model Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMATOM Force</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMATOM Definition AS+</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMATOM Definition AS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMATOM Definition Flash</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Pixel spacing and scanner models of the collected datasets.
All coronal view topograms were resized to a 224×224 matrix size with a pixel spacing of 2.28 mm to ensure consistent input to the network. Ground-truth annotations of locator scan positions and ROI locations were extracted from the respective DICOM attributes ((0020,0032) Image Position Patient; (6000, 3000) Overlay Data) which record the geometric locations originally-selected by CT technologists. For both locator scan positioning and ROI positioning algorithms, the 2D matrix was duplicated in each color channel in order to match the required 3-channel input of the pre-trained models.

2.2 Locator scan positioning

In this study, the task of locator scan positioning is formulated as a regression problem, with the goal of predicting the slice position location along the patient axis (z-position) that corresponds to the anatomical location used for bolus tracking in these examinations. While the optimal locator scan position for bolus tracking is not well documented in the literature, for this work we adopted the general placement of 1 cm below the diaphragm proposed by Adibi et al. [2] as a proof of concept for this technique. Our algorithm can be easily retrained to target other positions or anatomies for the locator scan given the corresponding annotations.

Since modern machine learning algorithms require vast amounts of training data to achieve high accuracy, we adopted a transfer learning approach to improve sample efficiency [19]. In this framework, the weights of the network layers are initialized with the weights of a pre-trained CNN and frozen or fine-tuned to fit the target application. The networks were pre-trained on ImageNet, a classification database which contains over 14 million non-medical images separated into 1000 categories [20]. A randomly initialized fully connected layer with trainable parameters was stacked to the convolutional base to predict the locator scan position as an integer corresponding to the row number (in image pixels).

The mean squared error loss function was selected for training the network and the weights were optimized using Adam optimizer. We compared the performance of VGG16 [21], VGG19 [21], and ResNet50 [22] architectures to account for the effect of the number of trainable parameters and network depth on feature extraction. We also investigated the effect of introducing additional fully connected layers on algorithmic performance.
Table 2: Network architectures used in this study. The architectures varied in network depth and number of trainable parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Trainable parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14,739,777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20,049,473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>23,634,945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 ROI segmentation

The task of ROI positioning was formulated as a segmentation problem, with the goal of localizing the aorta on locator scans. Input data consisted of 2D matrices of locator scans, with respective 2D binary masks indicating aorta position manually selected by the original CT technologist that serve as ground-truth segmentation targets. The binary masks were generated by selecting for and filling in the circle on the original overlay data extracted from the DICOMs (Figure 2).

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Example of generating the ground-truth inputs for the segmentation network, showing (a) original locator scan, (b) enlarged view of the aorta overlayed with binary mask extracted from DICOM data, and (c) processed mask indicating the aorta position that serves as ground-truth for the segmentation network.

A UNet was used to perform the segmentation task (Figure 3). The architecture consists of a multiple down-sampling and up-sampling blocks, each with a set of convolutional units, where each unit consists of a sequence convolution, batch normalization, and non-linear activation (ReLU) [23]. The loss function was selected as the binary cross-entropy and the model was optimized using Adam optimizer. Since the network generates 2D matrices as output, no further adjustments were made to the original architecture. Network predictions consisted of 2D binary masks displaying ROI location predictions. Error was quantified by the Euclidean distance between the center of mass \((x, y) = (--- ---)\) of the expected and predicted ROI in millimeters.
The UNet architecture consists of a multiple down-sampling (left) and up-sampling blocks (right). Each block consists of a set of convolutional units, where each unit consists of a sequence convolution, batch normalization, and non-linear activation (ReLU).

3. Results

3.1 Automatic locator scan positioning

Performance of the locator scan positioning model was investigated by computing the prediction error on the external test dataset \( N = 30 \). The prediction error for a single CT scan is computed as the absolute difference between the network prediction and target in millimeters. We report the mean \( (\mu) \) and the standard deviation of the prediction error \( (\sigma) \) over the entire test set in Table 2.

To account for the possible impact of intra-operator variance, we also trained and tested the models using expert-level labels of a single user in addition to those originally extracted from the DICOM attributes. The expert-level ground truth labels were retrospectively selected by Penn Medicine’s Lead CT Technologist with the aid of a dedicated graphical user interface (GUI) that we implemented where the annotator clicked on the location of the locator scan for each CT topogram and the selected position along the patient axis was recorded. No reference landmarks, such as the original locator scan position, were provided to the annotator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Learning rate</th>
<th>Batch size</th>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>Error (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Original selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG16</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25.26 ± 20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG19</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>30.13 ± 34.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15.97 ± 13.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of locator scan positioning algorithms. Performance was evaluated by computing the prediction error on a test dataset consisting of 30 unseen topograms.
Of the three models, the ResNet50-based model yielded the smallest predictive error (13.16 ± 19.79 mm). We found that adding additional fully connected layers at the end of the network did not improve algorithmic performance. Importantly, models that were trained on a single expert-level operator labels yielded a smaller or similar predictive error, verifying inter-operator variance as a significant source of error. An example of the inter-operator variance of the original selections can be clearly observed when compared to the respective selections made by a single expert-level operator (Figure 4). The network predictions provide improved positional consistency compared to the high degree of variance in manual slice positionings performed by CT operators, particularly when examined relative to distinct anatomical structures such as the diaphragm.

Figure 4. Example coronal topograms of a test dataset showing locator scan positions selected by original operator (red), single expert-level user (yellow), and ResNet50-based model (blue). Examples show both good agreement (a,b) and large error (c-f). We attribute a significant portion of the network’s error to observed large inter-operator variance.

To better understand the high standard deviation in our model’s predictive error, we computed the error distribution of all training and test samples (Figure 5). Good agreement is observed across the majority of samples, with 90% of samples having errors below a single centimeter. Examples of coronal topograms that resulted in good agreement with the locations selected by the expert-level user are shown in Figure 6. While the optimal locator scan position for bolus tracking is not well documented in the literature, Adibi et al. have proposed a general placement of 1 cm below the diaphragm [2], consistent with our CNN predictions.
We subsequently analyzed samples with large error (here defined as those with predictive error $\geq 30$ mm). The network showed a large error on a total of 7 out of 298 samples (Figure 7). These errors can be classified into two categories: prediction errors and labelling errors. For the first category, the network predictions were approximately a single vertebra away from that selected location by the operator (Figure 7a-7c). Labelling errors were observed in samples in which there was a clear inconsistency in the operator’s ground-truth labeling (Figure 7d-7f).
7d-7g). However, the network was able to accurately predict locator scan positions in these cases, even in the presence of artifacts and implants. After excluding the four samples containing labelling errors, our model yielded a final average predictive error of 9.76 ± 6.78 mm.

![Image of training samples with large error showing locator scan positions selected by the expert-level user (red), and CNN (blue). The network prediction showed an error greater than 30 mm on a total of 7 out of 298 samples. These errors can be divided into two categories: prediction errors (a-c) and labelling errors (d-g). Importantly, the network was able to accurately predict locator scan positions in the presence of artifacts and implants (d, g).](image)

**Figure 7.** Training samples with large error showing locator scan positions selected by the expert-level user (red), and CNN (blue). The network prediction showed an error greater than 30 mm on a total of 7 out of 298 samples. These errors can be divided into two categories: prediction errors (a-c) and labelling errors (d-g). Importantly, the network was able to accurately predict locator scan positions in the presence of artifacts and implants (d, g).

### 3.2 Automatic ROI positioning

Performance of the segmentation network was investigated by computing the Euclidean distance between the center of mass of the expected and predicted ROI in millimeters. The raw output of the ROI positioning network is a 2D confidence map with each pixel value in the range (0,1). To generate a binary predicted mask used for evaluation, we applied a binary threshold of value of 0.9999999, under which each pixel of the mask is set to either 0 or 1 depending on its intensity value relative to the threshold (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Examples of binary thresholding to produce the final predicted binary mask used for evaluation.

Overall, our ROI segmentation network showed no significant difference with the original manual annotations and achieved a sub-millimeter error on the test dataset (0.99 ± 0.66 mm). Furthermore, the network accurately predicted ROI position in the presence of imaging artifacts, validating the network’s robustness (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Examples of locator scans with respective expected and predicted binary masks on a test dataset. Our ROI segmentation network showed no significant difference with the original manual annotations and was able to accurately segment the ROI in the presence of imaging artifacts (bottom row).
4 Discussion

The current computed tomography (CT) workflow involves performing complex scanning protocols and processing requirements on a regular basis [1]. Computer-assisted bolus tracking can optimize time delays between contrast injection and diagnostic scan initiation in contrast-enhanced CT compared to fixed delay techniques; however, the procedure is time-consuming and subject to intra- and inter-operator variances which may affect enhancement levels in diagnostic scans [9]. In the present study, we developed machine learning algorithms to automate and standardize the (i) locator scan positioning and (ii) aorta positioning tasks of the bolus tracking procedure. The task of locator scan positioning is formulated as a regression problem, where the limited amount of annotated data was circumvented using transfer learning, while the task of ROI segmentation is formulated as a segmentation problem. The CNNs were trained using retrospective clinical datasets ($N = 298$), and evaluated on an unseen test dataset ($N = 30$).

Our locator scan positioning network offered greater positional consistency compared to manual slice positionings, verifying intra- and inter-operator variance as major sources of error in the bolus-tracking procedure. When trained using single-user ground truth labels, the locator scan positioning network achieved a $9.76 \pm 6.78$ mm error on a test dataset. Our ROI segmentation network showed no significant difference with manual annotations and achieved a sub-millimeter error between the predicted and expected ROI ($0.99 \pm 0.66$ mm). This automated pipeline offers improved standardization and accuracy in the bolus tracking procedure compared to manual methods, highlighting the potential for greater consistency between examinations of different patients as well as between examinations of a single patient at different evaluation time points.

Significant reductions in inter-operator variance open opportunities to evaluate, model, and reduce the effects of individualized patient kinetics, allowing for further refinement of diagnostic CT acquisitions. While greater accuracy in the bolus-tracking procedure increases the likelihood of reaching optimal phase timings, combining this pipeline with automated phase-identification algorithms can ensure that the optimal phase is successfully reached in a patient, regardless of anthropomorphic variation and hemodynamic status [24,25]. Importantly, non-optimal portal venous phase acquisition timing occurs in one out of three patients in multicenter clinical trials, significantly altering tumor density measurements [26]. The ability to accurately identify phase
timings also allows for further refinement of diagnostic CT procedures, through standardizing iodine injection and uptake, and potentially reducing iodine dose. Finally, this pipeline may be useful tool for the standardization of novel dual-contrast imaging procedures, in which information of the first contrast is essential to accurately forecast the time point of maximal arterial enhancement by the second contrast agent [27].

There are limitations of our study. First, inter- and intra- operator variances contributed to a lack of accurate ground-truth labels for the locator scan positioning network. Revision of ground-truth labels, such as by taking the average of multiple CT technologist annotations [17], may provide more accurate training data for improved network performance. Second, the present study does not address patient outcomes, making it difficult to assess the effect of slice localization offsets and segmentation differences on the final stratification of patients. Moving forward, clinical trials will effectively determine the advantages of the automatic selection suggestions and its incorporation in larger studies that aim to advance CT evaluations.

In conclusion, we developed a machine learning pipeline to automate and standardize the locator scan positioning and ROI segmentation tasks in the bolus tracking workflow. By significantly reducing operator-related decisions, this method opens opportunities to evaluate, model, and reduce the effect of patient kinetics in contrast-enhanced CT exams.
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